Nursing

Nursing is a profession within the health care sector focused on the care of individuals, families, and communities so they may attain, maintain, or recover optimal health and quality of life.

- Supplemental Modules (Nursing)

- Book: Clinical Procedures for Safer Patient Care (Doyle and McCutcheon)
Book: Creative Clinical Teaching in the Health Professions (Melrose, Park, & Perry)

- Book: Health Case Studies (Rees, Kruger, and Morrison)

- Book: Leadership and Influencing Change in Nursing (Wagner)

- Book: Nursing Care at the End of Life (Lowey)
• Book: Field Trials of Health Interventions - A Toolbox (Smith, Morrow, & Ross)

• Book: Public Health Ethics - Cases Spanning the Globe (Barrett, Dawson, Ortmann)

• Book: The Scholarship of Writing in Nursing Education (Lapum et al.)

• Book: Vital Sign Measurement Across the Lifespan (Lapum et al.)
• Book: Vaccine Practice for Health Professionals (St-Amant, Lapum, Dubey, Beckermann, Huang, Weeks, Leslie and English)

• Book: The Complete Subjective Health Assessment (Lapum, St-Amant, Hughes, Petrie, Morrell and Mistry)

• Book: Interpreting Canada’s 2019 Food Guide and Food Labelling for Health Professionals

• Book: Nursing Pharmacology (Ernstmeyer and Christman)

• Book: Care Navigation of Older Adults